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Stop right there!  

● If we want marketing to sell 
sustainability, we’d better agree 
what marketing is



Somewhere we lost the plot

● mar·ket·ing
Pronunciation: 'mär-k&-ti[ng]
Function: noun
1 a : the act or process of selling or purchasing in a market
b : the process or technique of promoting, selling, and 
distributing a product or service
2 : an aggregate of functions involved in moving goods 
from producer to consumer 

= flogging stuff

Source: Merriam Webster



Wikipedia to the rescue

● Marketing is one of the terms in academia that does not 
have one commonly agreed upon definition. 
In a nutshell it consists of the social and managerial 
processes by which products (goods or services) and value 
are exchanged in order to fulfil the needs and wants of 
individuals or groups. 
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“To fulfil the needs and wants of individuals or 
groups”

● The marketing revolution occurred when manufacturers 
came to realise that the starting point was “what they 
want”, not “what we want them to want”

● We learned 40 years ago that making stuff and then trying 
to persuade people to need or want it was inherently futile



We have reminded ourselves of it at frequent 
intervals since

1973 Dunlop Denovo

“ ”



Launch price £400, within 6 months £140

1985 Sinclair C5



1998 - What they said

“Shell Pura will offer consumers the choice of a top-
quality unleaded petrol which produces fewer exhaust 
emissions than standard unleaded.

Clearly, Shell remains committed to supplying the fuels 
and products which the consumer needs and wants.”

“Shell Pura will offer consumers the choice of a top-
quality unleaded petrol which produces fewer exhaust 
emissions than standard unleaded.

Clearly, Shell remains committed to supplying the fuels 
and products which the consumer needs and wants.”

Shell PR statement



What THEY said

“It's…allegedly less harmful to the environment, and extremely unharmful
to Mr Shell's bank balance”

“I can’t see the point in using it to be honest. Don’t know why Shell 
bother”

“Don’t get ripped off buying that crap here”



So they finally asked the consumer what they 
really wanted and built it in 

Eindhoven University of Technology, 2004



Getting out front of consumer demand is expensive 
and risky, but can have great corporate rewards

“But sometimes it's not enough to wait for consumer demand 
to dictate product development. Sometimes, we have to 
take the lead. And that's precisely what we've done with 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas.” Shell

“But sometimes it's not enough to wait for consumer demand 
to dictate product development. Sometimes, we have to 
take the lead. And that's precisely what we've done with 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas.” Shell



Prius: has it made a cent yet?



If not, it probably will soon



As opinion shifts, so legislators get bolder



And legislation, in step with product 
development, reduces risk



Media support in step with marketing makes 
NPD investment doubly attractive





1999 Ariel tablets launched, 2003 Quick Wash 
action introduced, 2006 finally claim energy saving 
benefit…successfully!



And they’re getting behind it, because the 
retailers are setting the pace



So the snowball seems to be rolling…so in future 
people might still know what a snowball is



STIB Brussels and RATP Paris are getting out 
in front, gaining corporate brownies, but not 
exactly saying you should use PT for the 
environment’s sake…but they will



Using Metro and bike together. That’s thinking about the 
transport of tomorrow.



The buses of STIB are setting an example. 
They’re stopping smoking.



Washing our vehicles with rainwater saves the 
water of tomorrow



While running, our metros create the energy 
that lights the Metro



We recycle our building waste. It’s only 
natural



We wash our busses and afterwards we wash 
the water that washed our busses



The rewards are clear in green reputation



So who are we actually talking to?

22%



6-10% is more likely…with 20% more listening and 
taking notes and another 40% sympathetic

EngagedEngagedEngaged

Concerned but 
not active

Concerned but Concerned but 
not activenot active

Aware but 
unconcerned

Aware but Aware but 
unconcernedunconcerned

UnawareUnawareUnaware

Marketing and 
Communications comfort 
zone



What do mass of consumers want?

1. Governments to sort it

2. Companies to sort it (in supply chain)

3. To consume the same way, but still somehow get it sorted 
(“Hedonistic Idealists”)



So Threats and Opportunities abound

The OpportunisticThe Threatened



Signposting to 
solutions



The “I want it both ways”…learning the hard 
way



Engaging with consumers towards more 
sustainable consumption is always going to 
require understanding of their needs as well 
as the planet’s

Some best practice….



Define the problem before the solution 
- as UITP did to promote Public Transport



Invite them to take part



Try to mix altruism with personal advantage 
UN Project Recap in China: Energy saving fridges

The responsible message The personal gain message



But this conducive marketing environment is 
very fragile…

● If the bad news subsides

● If the media get bored and go elsewhere for copy

● If legislators get worried about their popularity ratings

● If the economy turns down

● If there are more fiascos like food miles

…..don’t expect too much of marketing!

“FOOD FLOWN FROM FAR AWAY IS MILES BETTER FOR THE PLANET”
The Sunday Telegraph 
“FOOD FLOWN FROM FAR AWAY IS MILES BETTER FOR THE PLANET”
The Sunday Telegraph 



Thank you
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